Monte Carlo computer techniques were employed to simulate inbreeding in small populations under regimes consisting of combinations of three degrees of linkage and three intensities of selection. Selection and linkage each significantly increased the rate of inbreeding in populations of a given size, although the effect of linkage was larger. Linkage contributions to bias in the coefficient of inbreeding may exceed those of selection in general, if one restricts comparisons to levels of the two factors that are similar with respect to the range of their possible values. Linkage also had a much larger effect than did selection on inflation of the variance of estimates of the coefficient of inbreeding. The joint effects of selection and linkage can have severe implications with respect to inbreeding in artificial selection programmes.
INTRODUCTION
The coefficient of inbreeding, P, developed by Wright (1921) as the correlation of uniting gametes resulting from the parents having one or more common ancestors, has found widespread and continued use among geneticists wishing to specify the degree of inbreeding in plants and animals. MaIecot (1948) provided an alternative viewpoint of the same parameter, defining it as the probability that the two alleles possessed by an individual at a locus are identical by descent. The concept of degree of inbreeding was extended by Wright (1931) to include the inbreeding resulting from restriction of populations size. He obtained a recurrence relation for F that involved the number of breeding individuals in the population. In the case where a population of N breeding individuals is equally divided between males and females, the relation becomes
Fn = (IJ2N)(I+Fn_2)+[I-{IJN)]Fn_1,
where n is the number of generations of inbreeding since the formation of a base population in random-mating equilibrium. After the first two generations, the rate of increase in F is something close to IJ{2N+l) per generation. This concept of inbreeding does not consider any effects on the coefficient that selection or linkage might produce, and mathematical expressions directly relating both of those effects to F have not been obtained, except for the case of selection without linkage (Robertson 1961) . Therefore, the objective of this study was to investigate the effects of selection and linkage on the mean and variance of the coefficient of inbreeding in populations of restricted size, through the use of Monte Carlo computer techniques applied to genetic simulation.
II. SIMULATION PROCEDURE
All combinations of three intensities of selection and three degrees of linkage were simulated in parent populations of four and eight individuals, equally divided by sex, resulting in 18 populations differing in parameter values. Each type of population was replicated 20 times, and the simulation was allowed to proceed for 12 generations in each case. The mean and variance of the inbreeding coefficient were calculated for each generation, and statistical tests were made to detect significant differences attributable to selection or linkage.
The simulated populations were made up of dioecious, diploid individuals, each comprised of a collection of 50 alleles on five pairs of chromosomes, each pair of chromosomes containing five uniformly spaced loci. The initial parent generation (generation zero) of individuals in each population was composed with genotypic frequencies in random-mating equilibrium at gene frequency of 0 ,5. Each gene was numbered so that exact copies of it could be identified in later generations. Allelic designations were made by assigning plus and minus signs randomly at each locus of an individual, but with the condition that the entire population meet the equilibrium restriction for each locus.
The choosing of parental alleles to build an offspring was accomplished by using the device of a random mask constructed from specified probabilities of linkage relations between loci. Recombination values of 0·5, 0·2, or O· 005 between adjacent loci (without interference) were considered. The procedure allows for random association of coupling and repulsion linkage phases within the framework of the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium restriction. Random mating was simulated by sampling of parents of each sex with replacement, which allows both full sibs and half sibs to occur among the offspring, but prevents selting.
After all offspring had been produced for a particular generation (the number of progeny in a population varying from 4 to 32, depending on selection intensity and number of parents), the pairs of genes of each individual were examined to determine which pairs were identical by descent and, hence, contributing to the inbreeding coefficient. The ratio of the number of pairs of genes alike by descent to the total number of pairs (100-800) provided a sample value for the coefficient of inbreeding in a population at a given generation. The variance of the inbreeding coefficient was computed in each generation from the differences among sample estimates from the 20 replications of a particular type of population.
Equal numbers of individuals of each sex were selected to be parents for the succeeding generation by upper truncation of ranked genotypic values, which were based on an additive genetic model for genes with equal effects. Environmental influences on phenotype were not considered. The selection intensities involved retention of one-fourth, one-half, or all of the progeny population for use as parents of the succeeding generation. Corresponding coefficients of selection (8) against unfavorable alleles were 0·70, 0·43, and 0, respectively. Provision was not made for mortality or differential productivity due to natural selection. Preliminary checks validated the assumptions underlying the analysis of variance of differences in inbreeding due to selection and linkage, except for some lack of homogeneity of variation in a few cases. Cochran (1947) has suggested that heterogeneous variance may not seriously affect tests of differences among treatments because of the robustness of the analysis of variance procedure. Therefore, analyses were made without transformation of the data.
In every generation the direct effects of both selection and linkage on the mean level of inbreeding were quite highly significant statistically. Tests on the significance of the interaction of selection and linkage were chiefly negative, but somewhat inconclusive, especially in view of the heterogeneity problem in some cases. From *** Statistically significant differences with probability of type I error less than 0·001.
the total of 360 populations, all populations with selection, linkage, or both increased in mean level of inbreeding more rapidly than populations without them. Since restricted population size has a known influence on the level of inbreeding, all analyses were made within a particular size of population. The following comments apply to results from parent populations of eight individuals, although the results do not differ in interpretation for populations of four parents.
As an example of the statistical significance of the observed effects of selection and linkage, the analysis of variance for the second generation of progeny is presented in Table 1 . The main effects of selection and linkage were very highly significant statistically, but the interaction was unimportant. Analyses in succeeding generations, although correlated because of the accumulation of differences, merely confirmed the results of the second generation, except that the orthogonal comparison of the two non-zero selection intensities became statistically significant in the next generation and remained so thereafter.
If one discounts the accumulation of differences by noting the rate of divergence of observed F due to degree of selection or linkage, it can be seen (Figs. 1,2,4,5, 7) that the major departures from expected results largely occurred in the first four or five generations, with the succeeding rate of increase in inbreeding being very similar to the theoretical rate until extremely high levels of F were achieved. In the accom·
...
,- panying figures, values on the lines marked "theoretical F" were calculated from Wright's (1931) formula
where N is the size of the parent population, and n is the number of generations of inbreeding.
If a base population of parents (generation zero) contains any related individuals, inbreeding is expected to begin accumulating in the first generation of offspring, despite prevention of selfing. If, however, one considers the idealized situation of zero covariance between any two dioecious individuals in a base population (as in the simulated populations), then inbreeding cannot occur until the second generation of progeny has been produced.
(a) Effects of Selection
Selection increased the rate of inbreeding in all cases. Figure 1 gives the effects of different intensities of selection when results are averaged over the three linkage conditions, whereas Figure 2 shows the effects of selection in populations without 0'9 0'8 0'7 .. linkage. In view of the apparent levels of selection used (! and t), the magnitude of the differences seem large at first glance, but one must keep in mind that greater selective values of genes than will normally occur have been simulated, as a result of using an additive model with relatively large effects of genes and perfect heritability.
The efficiency of selecting t and t (s = 0·7 and 0-43) in populations of N = 8 may be expressed as N s = 5 -6 and 3 -4, respectively, for the simulated conditions. Robertson (1960) has shown, for initial gene frequency of 0 ·5, that more than 93 % of the selection advance possible under an additive model should be achieved if Ns exceeds 4·0 because of high probability of fixation of favorable alleles. Thus, the simulated levels of selection were rather intense because of background conditions specified. Furthermore, the magnitude of the effect of selection (without linkage) on the rate of inbreeding was in close accord with projections derived from Robertson's (1961) ..: rate of inbreeding. Under the conditions simulated, for apparent population size of N = 8 and selection intensity of 0·25, the effective population size is Ne = 4·5, so that the expected inbreeding in generation n is
as shown on the theoretical line. Then, for example, the expected inbreeding at generation 5 is 0'348, and the average of 20 Monte Carlo populations was 0·352 (Fig. 2) . Expected and observed values were 0·412 and 0·405 in generation 6, 0·470 and 0·481 in generation 7, etc. Though the empirical results of Figure 2 (where linkage does not interfere) correspond nicely with the best available theory, the results shown in Figure 1 , where the average recombination frequency was 0·235 in the 60 populations represented by each point, emphasize the lack of quantitative knowledge about the general case involving linkage. In populations without linkage, the variances of the inbreeding coefficient under the three selection regimes were small and essentially equal, and remained relatively constant from generation to generation. Any estimate of the inbreeding coefficient from a single replication had a standard error of about 0 '07, whereas an overall mean estimated from 20 replications (e.g. any observed point in Fig. 2 ) had a standard error less than 0·02. Wright (1931) showed that selection should depress the variability of gene frequency, eliminating most of it if N 8 is about 4·0 as it is in the simulated populations under selection. It would be surprising if selection did not increase the covariance of individuals in a selected group above the level in the unselected population, thus decreasing the variance of genotypic merit (which is closely related to gene frequency), but it is not apparent that selection should affect the variability of identity by descent of alleles at a locus of one individual (as opposed to the identity at the same locus in two individuals in the case of covariance). In fact, the variance of the coefficient of inbreeding was not depressed by selection in the absence of linkage in any of the simulated populations. The variance of degree of inbreeding differed among levels of selection when results were averaged over linkage conditions (Fig. 3) , and all of them were larger (in a given generation) than the common. variance found in populations without linkage, indicating an interaction of selection with linkage affecting variance. Increasing the intensity of selection increased the variance in earlier generations, but in later generations higher selection intensity decreased the variability sooner because of the approach to fixation.
(b) Effects of Linkage
Linkage increased the rate of inbreeding in all cases. Figure 4 gives the effects of different degrees of linkage, averaged over the conditions of the three selection regimes (which would make the average effective population size Ne ~ 6 by Robertson's formula), whereas Figure 5 shows the effects of linkage in unselected populations. Most of the linkage effect occurred in the first three generations, the rate of increase in F later paralleling the theoretical rate (Fig. 5) . It is possible that a random excess of coupling in the initial population could give this effect, but one would not expect a consistent excess of coupling. However, one cannot exclude the possibility that the effect on F of coupling excess is relatively larger than that of repulsion excess, so that an increase in F is produced in the early generations prior to dissipation of linkage disequilibrium, despite the apparent randomness of the events of excess of coupling or repulsion. The effect of linkage in those first three generations was substantial, the observed levels of inbreeding representing two-fold and four-fold increases over the theoretical value when recombination was restricted to 0·2 and 0'005, respectively.
The variances of the coefficient of inbreeding for different degrees of linkage in unselected populations were nearly the same as the corresponding variances when results were averaged over the three selection regimes (Fig. 6) between loci and, tlierefore, is expected to increase the variance between replicate populations until the inbreeding gets very high, the variance then decreasing as fixation is approached. Tests comparing the variance of the simulated populations without linkage to those with linkage were statistically significant in each· of gener· ations 2~7. When linkage was quite 'close (0· 005 recombination) the coefficient of inbreeding had a standard deviation of 0·25 or more in some generations. Thus, an estimate of the degree of inbreeding in a single population may be not only biased because of linkage, but also very imprecise.
(c) Effects of Both Selection and Linkage
Figure 7 provides a summary view of the populations with both selection and linkage, and shows that the joint effects of the two factors can produce startling results. The theoretical values of F and those obtained in simulated populations without selection or linkage are given for reference. Linkage, rather than selection, appears to have the greater effect on increasing inbreeding under the conditions simulated (despite relatively large genic selective values). This conclusion may be appropriate in general if comparisons of the two factors are restricted to levels that are similar with respect to the range of possible values. For example, by generation 6 in the case without linkage, the intermediate selection intensity of 0·5 (s = 0·43) had raised F approximately 0·07 above Wright's theoretical value (Fig. 2) , whereas in unselected populations with 0·2 recombination (which is almost central among possible values) F was raised 0 ·18 above the theoretical value (Fig. 5) .
The variance of the inbreeding coefficient in populations with both selection and linkage exhibited the same general tendencies shown in Figure 6 .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
(1) Selection in a population of restricted size creates some upward bias in the usual estimation of degree of inbreeding (as Robertson has indicated), but will not have a large effect on accumulation of inbreeding over many generations unless the selection pressure is very strong. (2) Linkage can cause considerable bias in estimates of the degree of inbreeding, and the joint effects of tight linkage and selection can increase the rate of inbreeding severely in just three or four generations. (3) Selection in the absence of linkage appears to have little effect on the variability of degree of inbreeding, but linkage alone can increase it considerably until the level of inbreeding becomes very high. (4) The investigation should be of interest to plant and animal breeders because the results indicate the source and direction of potential biases in the traditional calculation of the coefficient of inbreeding (although the magnitude of the biases found in this study may be larger than those peculiar to most natural populations because of the choice of simulation parameters), and emphasize the lack of precision associated with the estimation of it.
